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About This Game

BombTag is a free to play online-multiplayer game inspired by Bomberman. Like the classic game, BombTag features fast-
paced and chaotic gameplay, with most rounds lasting just a few minutes. Drop bombs, blow up crates, collect powerups, and

blow up your enemies - but be careful not to get blown up first!

Gameplay

Drop bombs to blow up crates

Collect powerups from crates

Blow up your enemies - but be careful not to blow up yourself or your friends!

Slide into bombs to kick them away from you, or towards your enemies

Games end once you or your team are the only ones left standing!

Features

Up to 8 players per match

Two gamemodes - free for all and teams - with more to come!
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Six maps - with more to come!

Character customization (over 800 pieces with Character Customization Pack)

Friends list and chat

Rank system and online leaderboard

Controller support (beta)
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Title: BombTag
Genre: Casual, Free to Play, Indie
Developer:
David Schneider
Publisher:
David Schneider
Release Date: 12 Feb, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10

Processor: Dual Core 3.0 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4000 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 600 MB available space

English
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lt;cranial damage>
why
why
why. I like the history period of this game, now naval battles are very intense, and you can feel the difference between old ships
like frigates (even with modern artillery) and modern cruisers, the real terror of seas.

Other reviwers told a lot about supply system developers added to game, it works cool, I like that too. This game worth to play if
you like other games in this series.. Saw it
thought it looked fun
Bought it
Played it for 30min
Filled out refund form

10/10 Would apply for refund again. Isn't an agnostic just an atheist without balls?. Zotrix:
~~~~~~

Zotrix is a retro arcade shoot’em up with a twist of strategy.

At the start of the game you will be at your mission control. There, you’ll have options to upgrade your vessel, go to the trade
resources, see your current position by using the map or you can start a mission.

Essentially, you have to go to another space station with a specific cargo. Upon success of your mission, you will be rewarded
with space credits and resources too (Gold, Nickel and others). With credits, not only you will be able to buy resources to go
towards upgrading your vessels (weapons and other gizmos) but you can also assess which destination (space station) is buying
resources at a higher price that you bought it so you can make a profit.

During mission you can move your spacecraft all around the screen which takes a little time to master but if you are used to this
type of arcade game you will have no problem whatsoever.

Nice retro graphics and really good soundtracks.

To be honest, this game is surprisingly good for an early access game.
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Positives:
~~~~~~~

- Good Retro Graphics
- Lots of upgrades
- Trade Resource Room
- Fun, Fast and Addictive
- Great soundtracks
- Trading cards

Negatives:
~~~~~~~~

- A bit repetitive (mission)

All I can say is bring on the full version ASAP!

MORE THE_CPT_FROGGY REVIEWS HERE

FOLLOW THE CPT FROGGY CURATOR PAGE HERE. Pros:
Cheap (If you get it on sale or with a coupon)
Easy
Long enough

Cons:
Too many campy cutscenes
Lots of illogical going back and forth
Low originality
Like most Gogii games, won't shut down quickly (you may have to reboot your computer)
Really bad science.... The game itself is kinda cool, with interesting mechanics. But the whole digital thing is awful, badly
designed, way too slow and complicated as eff.. Head Shot . This is a pretty nice game where they combined Counter Strike and
Team Fortress . It has great graphics but i also saw some bad things .
I saw that there are no enough player moovement , when you watch your ennemy walking or running , the moovement are
missing , they are like , sliding on theirselves . Well , i also realised that sometimes , i get some FPS drop . Hope they will fix
that .
Otherwise , this game can be very addictive .. A good singleplayer Unreal game.

7/10
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Loved the game until the unlock system. Just contacted customer support, to ask if they would unlock the game, as this not a
feature I expected. They were really quick to reply and game is now unlocked. I am only interested in single player and now
back to as it was. Great service :). This is more of a tech demo than an actual game. You wander around 3 levels of increasingly
unfinished assets. Invisible shadow men, tons of invisible walls and a red key that CANNOT BE FOUND! That's right, I
couldn't even finish the game, because on the third level I had to look for a red key, THERE WAS NO RED KEY, TRUST ME
I LOOKED HARD!

Also, no piano in the game besides the intro screen. False advertising if you ask me.

STAY AWAY, DO NOT PURCHASE! A completely unfinished product.

(hint: using the summersault button to move everywhere makes the game slightly more fun). It's a long way to the top!
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=822182196. I like the game but this game has quite a bit of bugs.
After playing the for a while I came across a game breaking glitch that froze everything.

Until bug fixes come out I say save your money and wait.

Edit: This review is pretty old and I have no idea if any of the bugs have been fixed.. Thanks for a gr8 game! I felt just as happy
as my avatar rider's crazy celebration when winning my first cup. Man, I've been looking for a racer like this for ages. It's soo
cool to ride a Jetski. If you're still developing the game, please add some more parkour moments, you know, like more things to
jump on and slide on. Thanks!
. Not nearly as bad as it could be.
Has some pretty funny 2018 references.
It's probably "Big Enough" for the price tag.
Definitely OK.
https:\/\/youtu.be\/HxtmYiRY9ic. closet hiding simulator 2k17. best game.. While running through the free card games on
steam, I stumbled across Hidden Dimensions 3. Since it was a SciFi themed game, it immediately skipped to the top of my
playlist.

Then I was stuck in an absolutely tiny window reading an excessive amount of text in the tutorial because I couldn’t adjust the
resolution once the tutorial began. I admit, that soured me on the game.

As for the tutorial itself, it was thorough and explained things fairly well, BUT it didn’t feel like I learned how to truly play since
I was simply told the rules and told what to play when. The tutorial is both very good and not a proper introduction to playing.

Giving the game another chance does reveal a lot of good things about it. The ships are good. There is excellent variety and
quality art. The game design and game play is reasonable and well thought out. Unfortunately the game feels too slow over all.
Even playing with a speed human deck it feels like you are grinding away in order to win.

If you are looking for a new card game, you could certainly do worse. This game doesn’t make it into my recommend list, but
that doesn’t mean it won’t make it into yours.
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